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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at discourses related to animal farming in a 
popular South African farming magazine.The paper analyzes four
ar ticles using a form of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA).
Despite varying widely in content and style, all articles draw from
the discourses of production and science; two also show a 
minor discourse of achievement.With further work, it is possible
to discern a fourth, deeply embedded discourse: that of enslave-
ment. This also was present in all the articles. These discourses
objectify nonhuman animals and support a world-view of teleo-
logical anthropocentrism that fits well with present capitalist 
practices.

In Coetzee (2001), the main character, Elizabeth
Costello, describes how,

In the olden days, the voice of man, raised in reason,

was confronted by the roar of the lion, the bellow of

the bull. Man went to war with the lion and the bull,

and after many generations won that war definitively.

Today, these creatures have no more power. Animals

have only their silence left with which to confront us.

Generation after generation our captives, heroically,

refuse to speak to us. (p. 25)
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The extract below from the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) hearings gives an insight into the effects of language (cited by
Janks, 2000).

It is common place to treat language as mere words, not deeds, therefore

language is taken to play a minimal role in understanding violence. The

Commission wishes to take a different view here. Language, discourse and

rhetoric does things: it constructs social categories, it gives orders, it per-

suades us, it justifies, it explains, gives reasons, excuses. It constructs real-

ity. It moves people against other people. (p. 183)

Language moves people against other animals too. Clearly, how we think
about animals informs the way we behave towards them or, as Lawrence
(1994) puts it, “social constructs determine the fate of animals” (p. 182).

An order of discourse is a complex configuration of discourses and genres
in the same social field (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002, p. 141). In this paper, I
focus on the order of discourse, “animal farming” as evidenced in a leading
South African farming magazine, and use Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
with a view to identifying constituent discourses and understanding how
they construct animals.

The domination of animals by humans is rarely mentioned in CDA litera-
ture, according to Stibbe (2001, pp. 146, 147), who claims that a relatively
small number of people directly oppress animals coercively but that this coer-
cion has the consent of the population. Coercion is carried out by farmers
and their agents, but they are supported in this by people who buy their
products, essentially giving consent for their actions. It is discourse that, at
least in part, manufactures this consent.

Methodology

In examining texts, I was searching for traces of the ideological roots of ideas,
assertions, and practices. I drew upon methods described by Fairclough (2001,
2003), Janks (1997, 2001), van Dijk (1993), and McKee (2003) and used a form
of CDA.

After preliminary work, the main linguistic feature I applied in identifying
the discourses was lexicalization. Different words may be used to describe
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the same thing, but the words chosen give an insight into how the writer
sees and constructs their world. “The most obvious distinguishing features
of a discourse are likely to be features of vocabulary—discourses ‘word’ or
‘lexicalize’ the world in particular ways” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 129). Naming
the world is a prerogative of power. Janks (1997) points out, “Different lexi-
cal selections can signal different discourses . . .” (p. 335).

Transitivity and structured silence also were used to identify one particular
discourse as well as to gain further insight into how the discourses construct
animals. According to Halliday (1985), our most powerful conception of real-
ity is made up of things that happen, and transitivity specifies the, “differ-
ent types of process that are recognized in the language and the structures
by which they are expressed” (p. 101). Verbs not only build a picture of how
individuals act but also may imply limits to the capabilities of some actors.
Janks (1997) feels that transitivity is not easily visible to producers or con-
sumers of text because of the complexity of its encoding:

I would argue that because transitivity is less obvious, deeper in the syn-

tax, it suggests less conscious control by the writer and it requires more

conscious effort for the reader to analyse it. (p. 338)

“What is ‘said’ in a text always rests upon ‘unsaid’ assumptions, so part of the
analysis of texts is trying to identify what is assumed” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 11).

This structured silence will reflect an expected, shared understanding between
the writer and the reader of what supposedly is true about the world. In other
words, it reflects the writer’s common sense and accepted view of reality.

Data

Farmers Weekly is a popular farming magazine in South Africa with a read-
ership of 135,000 (Auriel, personal communication, September 21, 2004) and
has been published since 1911. Each issue usually carries a major article about
animal farming. I chose to analyze these in four consecutive issues published
between November 26, 2004, and December 17, 2004. The articles are quite
different in length, subject matter, the way in which the material is treated
and are by four different authors. Despite this, they draw from common
discourses. Descriptions of the articles—given below—take the form of “reading
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with the text” (Janks, 1997, p. 330), paraphrases essentially trying to convey
the flavor of the piece as originally written.

Article 1—A Quest for the Ultimate Bush-Suited Steer

This article focuses on a farmer and his son and how they farm cattle in west-
ern Botswana. It describes how they have improved the herd by using genetic
crosses and particularly by using Beefmaster semen imported from the United
States. The farm is in a part of Botswana where animals in the wild still are
present, tolerated, and even encouraged—provided they do not affect the
farming enterprise (Nel, 2004, pp. 36, 37).

Article 2—Why Wise Hunters Work in the Dark

This is about research claiming to show that hunting animals on wildlife
farms in the dark produces a better quality of meat. The reasons given for
this are said to be the lower stress levels of the animals and the lower ambi-
ent temperatures. It describes present practices: how to kill the animals and
how to treat the carcasses after the kill. (McVeigh, 2004, pp. 38, 39)

Article 3—Quest for Excellent Dohnes

The article concerns a sheep farmer in South Africa and describes how he is
improving his stock of animals using various breeding techniques. The ani-
mals are used for wool and meat as well as being sold for breeding. (McMaster,
2004, pp. 32, 33)

Article 4—Getting to grips with poultry terms

In this issue, there was no major article concerning animal farming. Article 4
is in “Practical Farming,” a series for developing farmers. It lists 15 poultry
terms with a paragraph on each, explaining what the term means along with
some further information. (Billet, 2004, p. 44)

Results and Discussion

The individual discourses identified are taken to form part of the order of,
discourse “animal farming” as represented in Farmers Weekly. They are not
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present in isolated form but entwined and overlapping, and there are instances
when the same word or phrase is found in two discourses. I will describe
the discourses I have identified and go on to discuss how they construct
animals.

Discourses Present

Production Discourse

This discourse uses the language of the manufacturing and extractive indus-
tries working with the idea of producing a product. It pays attention to rates
of production, efficiency, quality control, raw materials, costs, machinery, and
profitability. Table 1 shows lexical selection examples from Article 1 that indi-
cate this discourse.

Table 1: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Production Discourse in Article 1

• structurally efficient, • the operation runs

• produce good carcasses, • commercial calves,

• milk production, • at a rate of around 200 a day,

• commercial herd (3), • skilled work,

• commercial cows, • efficient team,

• commercial animals, • during this process,

• commercial breeding cows, • increase the efficiency of the herd.

Article 1 contains 21 references to breeds of cattle, such as Red Poll, Simmentaler,
Bonsmara, and Hereford. These breeds are described in a way similar to the
way commercial brands are described—the cattle being the basic product—
with each breed offering something slightly different. The most numerous of
these references is to Beefmasters. The animals are described as if they are
machines, which are part of a production process. This interpretation is sup-
ported by information about Beefmaster cattle from the South African Stud
Book and Livestock Association (SASBA, 2005). It states, “The Beefmaster is
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a meat machine. The more effective the better. Any other goals are merely
for show” (p. 3). Here is how part of the production process is described:

At weaning time commercial calves are rounded up and processed, at a rate

of around 200 a day for weeks on end. John and John-John do the more skilled

work, while an efficient team of stockmen back them up. (Article 1, p. 37)

Weaning time describes a production-imposed intervention. It is the time
when the calves can be taken from their mothers without their physical growth
and, therefore, the eventual profits of the farmer being adversely affected.
The calves are commodities, as shown by the adjective, “commercial,” in com-
mercial calves. They are processed by skilled labor, backed up by an efficient
team that has a rate at which they process this commodity. Also, the animals
are described in the article as if they are inanimate objects who can replace
one another like spare parts.

Self bred heifers [spare parts] replace culled commercial cows, and heifers

with bad temperaments [defective parts] also are culled. [comments in 

brackets mine] (Article 1, p. 37)

The second article, dealing with how to hunt and kill animals on a game
farm to produce the best meat, also has examples of production discourse
(Table 2). The article makes these assertions.

Impala are one of South Africa’s most important game species. The wide

distribution and relative abundance of impala make the species suitable for

game-meat production. (Article 2, p. 38)

Table 2: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Production Discourse in Article 2

• quality of meat (2), • meat production,

• produces tender meat, • finely honed industry,

• valuable meat is not wasted, • 9 000 commercial game farms,

• harvested (2), • commercial abattoirs,

• efficient, • value,

• substantial economic benefit, • harvesting method,

• game-meat production, • game farming for meat production
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The mass noun, “impala,” is used instead of the count noun, “impalas.” Stibbe
(2001) notes that using mass nouns instead of count nouns “. . . removes the
individuality of the animals, with the ideological assumption that each ani-
mal is just a replaceable representative of a category” (p. 151). The activity
being carried out is described unequivocally as “game-meat production,” and
an entire species is defined as a suitable raw material for this process.

The photographs appearing with the article clearly display three stages in
the production process. There are impalas in the veld, dead impalas hang-
ing with heads down, and a line of skinned body parts (Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c).

The third article is about sheep farming and has a strong production dis-
course as shown in Table 3. Production systems need quality control, and
one method used here is outlined.

To qualify to be offered on auction, Michaels rams have to pass a number

of rigid tests, including a second, fibre-diameter test; a genital soundness

test; and a libido and mating dexterity test carried out by a veterinarian.

(Article 3, p. 33)
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Figures 1a-1c. Impalas’ Bodies Illustrating Different Stages of the Production
Process (Article 2, pp. 38, 39). Courtesy of Farmers Weekly
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Table 3: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Production Discourse in Article 3

• clear objective of achieving • excellent production data,

maximum productivity, • Dohne production sale,

• never quite satisfied with the returns, • commercial flock, is a model of

• comparative productivity, efficiency and high productivity,

• performing better, • wool production,

• process of breeding top quality • breeding material,

animals, • 69% total flock income was derived

• the sheep enterprise, from meat and 31% from wool,

• a commercial flock, • optimum ratio of meat to wool income,

• target weight, • maximum flock profitability,

• final inspection, • producing top progeny.

• sale(s), (6)

The quality of the product is measured using strict, scientific criteria and
the skills of a professional. The article also supplies a table titled, Average
production of rams at May 2004 sale. The table displays parameters about the
animals in a similar way to the specifications of a washing machine or a
new car (Table 4). Even the reason for the existence of the sheep is
explained in production terms.

. . . high wool quality, which complements a high level of reproduction and

lamb-growth rate in the stud -true dual purpose sheep. (Article 3, p. 33)

Table 4: Table of Production Data Average Production of Rams 

at May 2004 Sale (Article 3, p. 33)

Sept ’02 drop Jan ’03 drop

Number offered 31 rams 44 rams

Body wt at 12 months 66.8kg 64.1kg

Clean fleece wt 12 months 3.78kg 4.57kg

Fibre diam 12 months 20.2µ 19.3µ
Body wt on sale date 93kg 87.5kg

Fibre diam on sale date 20.9µ 1.8µ
CV% of fibre diameter 1.43% 19.0%

Comfort factor 99.9% 99.3%

Scrotal circumference 35.9cm 35.6cm
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The purpose of the sheep’s lives is defined solely in terms of what they can
contribute to the production process. In this case, their reason for living is to
produce meat and wool for human consumption.

The fourth article, about understanding chicken farming terms, describes the
activity as “poultry production,” with batches of hens and eggs or broilers
being produced. The production machines are animals who have been man-
ufactured by genetic manipulation to provide the opportunity of a good profit.
Examples showing lexical selection are given in Table 5.

Table 5: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Production Discourse in Article 4

• poultry production, • dual purpose breed,

• clean hen and the broiler house • still in demand,

between batches, • further processed,

• cost-saving ingredient, • help emerging farmers fine tune their

• fault(2), operations,

• rapidly increasing rate, • bred for meat or egg production,

• laying rate, • commercial hybrids.

• ovulation mechanism,

Here is a discussion about the efficiency of the different machines.

Feed conversion—this is usually expressed as the ratio of feed consumed

to liveweight of eggs or meat produced. This efficiency indicator is often as

low as 2:1 for broilers; 3:1 for liveweight turkeys; 2,4:1 for white egg layers

and 2,5:1 for brown hens. (Article 4, p. 44)

The idea of a dual-purpose animal also arises in this article. However, here
it refers to a bird whose reason for existence is to produce meat and/or eggs
for human consumption.

Scientific Discourse

Scientific discourse has its own vocabulary, methods, and authority figures;
it lays claim to objectivity and access to truth. According to Halliday (2004),
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The language of science, though forward-looking in its origins, has become

increasingly anti-democratic: its arcane grammatical metaphor sets apart

those who understand it and shields them from those who do not. It is elitist

also in another sense, in that its grammar constantly proclaims the uniqueness

of the human species. (p. 225)

Science has a very powerful position in society, and there is often an almost
messianic vision related to it; where science will cure the sick, overcome
untamed nature, feed the world, and allow sanity to prevail. Science sanctifies
practices. If they are scientific practices, they have authority and respectabil-
ity and are synonymous with progress. This discourse is present in all four
articles and has both research and application of technology aspects. It forms
an integral part of the production discourse but also is very strong in its own
right.

Article 1 is greatly concerned with upgrading cattle using different genetic
crosses. Cattle are mated under conditions controlled by the farmer or made
pregnant using artificial insemination. Indicating the discourse, Table 6 gives
some examples of lexical selection. Here is part of the farmers’ story. He
recalls,

In 1985 I imported my first Beefmaster semen from the U[nited] S[tates] and

started a program on upgrading the progeny of selected basic cows to pure-

bred Beefmasters using the best semen available. (p. 36)

Table 6: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Scientific Discourse in Article 1

• butter-fat content, • upgrading the Bonsmara herd to

• crossbred cows, Beefmaster by means of AI.,

• excellent F1 crosses • injected against black quarter with an

• Hereford bulls gave a good F1 cross, Onderstepoort vaccine,

• Bos Taurus type, • few parasite problems,

• Beefmaster crossbred cattle, • tested annually for semen quality,

• artificial insemination, • spot tests for trichomonas infection,

• upgrading the progeny, • blood tests have confirmed the

• bred by AI., presence of BVD antibodies.
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Science is used to upgrade the animals, making the offspring better than the
parents for production. In this hierarchy, there are basic cows below and
Beefmaster animals at the top, while semen has different levels of quality that
can be scientifically measured.

The second article has a large section dealing with the changes in muscle
after an animal has been killed and how this affects the quality of the meat
(product). Avoiding certain practices, it is claimed by the researcher, will lead
to better quality meat. Examples of lexical selection are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Scientific Discourse in Article 2

• pH (11), • muscle chemistry,

• adrenalin (5), • groundbreaking research,

• Animal Science, • research conducted,

• energy (3), • un/consciousness,

• fight or flight reflex, • blood supply,

• lactic acid (2), • night temperature,

• muscles lose their ability to bind • adrenaline is the key to tender game 

water, meat.

Here, science is used to overcome a technical problem in the production
process, and the scientific requirements justify the practices. These have been
established by an authority; a researcher in “Animal Science,” who is from
a university and has been doing “groundbreaking research.” This condones
the practices. Intertwined with the scientific discourse is a closely linked,
although relatively minor, hunting discourse of a technical nature.

Article 3 has many examples of lexical selection showing science discourse,
some of which are shown in Table 8. Product development again uses sci-
entific methods.

In the beginning, Michael used laparascopic insemination and embryo trans-

plants to speed up the process of breeding top quality animals. (p. 32)

Science is used  to speed up, and carefully control, the production of top
quality animals—a euphemism for animals who can be sold for a good profit.
Science is also used to monitor and quantify the production process.
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Table 8: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Scientific Discourse in Article 3

• Laparoscopic insemination, • histogram of fibre-diameter,

• embryo transplants distribution,

• performance tested, • fibre diameter ranges,

• energy supplementation, • an excellent 20 microns,

• target weight, • coefficient of variation percentage

• high fertility, (CV%),

• 138% lambing, • the relationship of fleece to body

• superior genetic merit, weight (WPP%) is at an optimal level

• fibre diameter test, of 6% to 7%,

• genital soundness test, • average fibre diameter,

• libido and mating dexterity test, • has been 20.1 microns,

• fibre diameter, • scrotal circumference.

• CV% fibre diameter,

The poultry-keeping article is for beginning farmers but clearly displays sci-
entific discourse as shown in Table 9. Science is used to produce the best
machine, a hybrid, to force the most efficient production from that machine
and to fix any problems that might occur.

Table 9: Examples of Lexical Selection (Emphasis),

Indicating Scientific Discourse in Article 4

• the temperature under the brooder • commercial hybrids,

should be between 32°C and 38°C, • the normal percentage of fertile eggs

• cuts and cauterizes, produced is 70% to 100%,

• moisture content of 13% it, contains • E Coli (3),

30% crude protein, 4.9% nitrogen, • antibiotics,

2.1 phosphorous and 2.3 potassium at • gut of birds,

a moisture level of 15%, • enteritis,

• a chicken embryo starts to develop in • blood poisoning,

the egg at 27°C while turkey embryos • oviduct (2),

develop at 21°C, • infected,

• ovulation mechanism, • ovary,

• oviduct lining.
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Enslavement Discourse

The third discourse present in all articles is that of enslavement. Some writers
have drawn parallels between slavery and the position of animals in society
(Spiegel, 1996; Wise, 2001). However, there was relatively little to indicate this dis-
course in the lexicalization analysis. To search for its traces, it was necessary to
define exactly what the likely characteristics of an enslavement discourse would
include and to use these characteristics as a frame for examining the text. I sug-
gest that such discourse would be characterized by at least six major indicators:

1. Ownership by another being;
2. Loss of liberty;
3. Loss of personal identity;
4. Lack of protection or rights including rights protecting bodily integrity

and the right to life;
5. Lack of any significant agency; and
6. Lack of respect for the integrity of family units.

It might be argued that slavery can be described only as the ownership of
one person by another. However, Midgely (1985) has pointed out that the
Latin word, persona, did not apply to slaves (p. 54). In ancient Greece, slaves
were classed as non persons: “(T)he slave is a living tool and the tool is a
lifeless slave” (Aristotle, cited by Wise, 2001, p. 12). Similarly, during the time
of slavery in pre-Civil War America, slaves were not recognized as legal per-
sons (Regan, 1988, p. 348). Slaves were regarded as property then, and ani-
mals legally are regarded as property today.

In all the articles, ownership of the animals by the farmers is taken-for-
granted—beyond question or argument—indicating that the discourse has
become naturalized and is regarded as common sense. This is what Fairclough
(2001) describes as ideological common sense or, “common sense in the ser-
vice of sustaining unequal power relations” (p. 70).

In Article 1, power and ownership are epitomized both symbolically and
practically by the burning of the mark of the owner into the animal’s flesh
(Figures 2a and 2b).
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Figures 2a-2b. Photographs showing the farmer burning a calf using a hot

iron and the resultant burn wound (Article 1, p. 37). 

Courtesy of Farmers Weekly
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During the process each animal is,

• branded laterally on the left buttock with John Kempf’s brand and the
year; and

• branded on the left cheek with the zone brand 01. . . . (p. 37)

This practice also was used on slaves. (Speigel, 1996, pp. 28-32). In these arti-
cles, the animals’ bodies and the products of their bodies—wool, milk, semen,
eggs, flesh, bone and, even feces, are all owned by the farmer.

The loss of identity of the animals is emphasized in a number of ways: being
described as replaceable parts, as mentioned earlier, and by using metonymy.
Metonymy means something described by only one particular aspect. When
referring to animals, metonymy is a common device in this discourse. It is
revealing that the descriptions derive from the use humans make of the
animals.

The term layers, for example, describes chickens only in terms of laying eggs
for human consumption. They are reduced to a one-dimensional entity. Other
examples are “weaners, broilers, commercial calves, slaughter lambs,” and
“Beefmasters.” The term, game, not only is a form of metonymy but also is
euphemistic. It refers to a group of species of animals whom some humans
find it entertaining to hunt and kill—often having photographs taken with
the corpse and/or cutting off body parts as memorabilia.

The animals lack any real agency and receive no protection of bodily integrity.
The farmers control their feeding, reproduction, and movements; they buy
and sell them, break up family groups, mutilate them, and decide when they
will die. This lack of agency, especially with domesticated animals, is total.
Even in reproduction, the farmer—not the animal—is the agent.

He first used Red Poll and Simmentaler bulls on the animals and then put

Afrikaner bulls on the crossbred cows. (Article 1, p. 36)

Achievement Discourse

In two of the articles, a discourse constructs the idea that animals are bound
by certain standards—which the animals are responsible for attaining—and
even that they are willing participants in some form of competition. The fol-
lowing examples are taken from Article 1:
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Thereafter a cow has to calve each year, or else it is slaughtered . . .

Cows that fail to calve are easily identified . . . and are culled.

. . . and heifers with bad temperaments are also culled (p. 37)

The penalty here for animals who fail to achieve is death, but the responsi-
bility for this failure is placed firmly with the animals—a good example of
blaming the victim. The article on sheep farming, Article 3, uses words that
are every-day currency in educational institutions and business: “qualify,
pass, results, promoted, excellence, achieved, and merit.”

To qualify to be offered at auction, Michaels rams have to pass a number

of rigid tests. . . . Most qualify as prime slaughter lambs . . . (p. 33)

Article 3 goes on to describe how access to the higher echelons might be pos-
sible even for those of humble stock.

The top 20 to 25 flock ewes identified on the basis of both visual and mea-

sured excellence are promoted annually to the stud. Ewes promoted in this

way have achieved excellent results, producing top progeny, and many have

eventually achieved Merit Ewe Status. (p. 33)

SASBA (2005) enthuses over the achievement of a Beefmaster cow in win-
ning the Farmers Weekly trophy for outstanding performance in producing
eight calves in an ICP of 362 days and goes on to record, “At last years Rand
Easter Show a Beefmaster steer won both on the hoof and on the hook cham-
pionships” (p. 3). In this ideology, it clearly is important to be a champion—
even if you need to be dead and your eviscerated body hanging on a meat
hook to achieve the desired status.

How Animals Are Constructed in the Discourses

In all these discourses, animals are objectified—treated as production machines,
objects for scientific study or manipulation, or personal property. There is an
attempt to create distance between humans and animals, thereby preventing
the drawing of parallels or any relation of empathy. This can be seen with
the use of euphemisms such as “harvested” or in words such as “mated,”
normally reserved for animals only. The animals are “put, used, mated,
crossed,” or “bred”; they are “culled, destroyed, harvested,”  and “slaughtered.”
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Transitivity analysis of the articles gives a further insight into how the actors
are constructed. The farmers overwhelmingly are described with verbs
concerned with doing things or “material processes” (Halliday, 1985, 
pp. 101-106): “put, discover, try, mate, sells, supplies,” and “culls.” The animal-
related verbs, however—particularly those pertaining to domesticated ani-
mals—concentrate on physiological function such as giving birth, weaning,
and laying. The farmer is constructed as a doer, organizer, experimenter, and
controller with the animal as a physiological producer.

In Article 2 (game farming), the animals seem to have greater freedom and
agency. This also is true for the free, indigenous animals described in Article
1. Here, there is a distinct difference in the way domesticated and free ani-
mals are constructed. While the domesticated animals are constructed using
verbs that concentrate on physiological processes, the free animals are asso-
ciated with verbs indicating greater agency: roam, wander, populated, formed,
came, killing, eat, and leave.

In all four articles, there is total silence about the domesticated animals as
sentient beings with life interests of their own. There is nothing about their
experience of pain, fear, confusion, loss, or pleasure; nothing about family
bonding, having mental faculties or individual agency; and nothing about
any rights that, as living creatures, they might be considered to possess. So
dominant are the discourses of production, science and slavery and their
shared, ideological, common sense that the animal’s ownership, incarcera-
tion, forced and controlled reproduction, mutilation, and killing never once
are questioned. It simply is common sense that the farmer has every right to
use them as he sees fit.

This view seems to be derived from the idea of purpose, both overt and
implicit in these discourses and may be traced back at least 2000 years to
Aristotle and other Greek philosophers—reinforced later by Augustine and,
later still, by Aquinas (Singer, 1985, p. 3, Wise, 2001, pp. 10-29). Teleological
anthropomorphism, often named the Great Chain of Being, dictates that all
things have a purpose. When it comes to living beings, the purpose of the
“lower” ones—be they animals, slaves, or women—is to be used by those
above them, and there is no moral wrong in using a thing for the purpose
for which it exists. This pervasive and enduring ideology has bent both
Christianity and Darwinism to provide its justification (Wise, 2001).
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Conclusion

All the discourses objectify animals. There is an understanding that animals
can, and should, be used by humans to make money. This sits well with mod-
ern capitalism where actions are justified by reference to market forces and
scientific principles. Dickens (2003) describes the position of animals under
modern capitalism:

Commodification, capitalism’s restless search for value and the incorpora-

tion of nature of all kinds into capitalist labor processes, is at the heart of

the capitalist enterprise. Animals as well as human beings seen from this

perspective are not only, or simply, a “working class” on whose labor the

whole of human society is predicated. Their biologically inherited powers

of growth and reproduction are now increasingly subsumed within, and

indeed modified by, capitalist social relations. They are being increasingly

modified in capital’s own image. Their bodies and powers of development

are being made an increasingly integral part of the production process in

the food-production process. (p. 70)

Practices that would provoke horror and outrage if done to humans are
accepted without question when done to domesticated animals, revealing a
deep speciesist position. There are economic reasons too for this mass exploita-
tion. Wise (2003) maintains that present human use of, and dependence on,
animals is far greater than the dependence of nineteenth-century commerce
on the slave trade.

. . . the blood of a slaughtered cow is used to manufacture plywood adhe-

sives, fertilizer, fire extinguisher foam, and dyes. Her fat helps make plas-

tic, tires, crayons, cosmetics, lubricants, soap, detergents, cough syrup,

contraceptive jellies, creams, ink, shaving cream, fabric softeners, synthetic

rubber, jet engine lubricants, textiles, corrosion inhibitors, and metal-machine

lubricants. Her collagen is found in pie crusts, yogurts, matches, bank notes,

paper, and cardboard glue. Her intestines are used for strings for musical

instruments and racquets. Her bones are in charcoal ash for refining sugar,

in ceramics, and in cleaning and polishing products. (pp. 10, 11)

With respect to animals, these discourses reflect complete domination and
objectification. Resistance is not possible. Being in a position of total power
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over another is the greatest ethical test an individual or society can face.
However, ideological common sense sidesteps this responsibility and dictates
that no ethical decisions need to be made. The only questions about prop-
erty are who owns it and how can it can best be used. If these discourses
continue to dominate, the future of animals on farms will remain bleak.

* Les Mitchell, Rhodes University, South Africa

Note

1 Correspondence should be sent to Les Mitchell, Faculty of Education, Rhodes

University, Grahamstown, South Africa. E-mail, mitchell@wildcoast.co.za. I wish

to thank George Jacobs, Arran Stibbe and Chrissie Boughey for generously offer-

ing insight, criticism and suggestions during the development of this paper.
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